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Abstrat:

Reetion of light on walls will form parasiti signal on various optial diagnostis and be a

serious issue in ITER. In this study, we show reent progress in the assessment of the e�ets

of the wall reetions in ITER based on the simulation results. Four di�erent diagnostis

in ITER were hosen for the simulation, i.e., visible spetrosopy, infrared thermography,

Thomson sattering, and harge exhange reombination spetrosopy, using ray traing

simulation odes.

1 Introdution

Eletromagneti (EM) waves in wide wavelength range are used for various purposes

in nulear fusion devies, espeially for plasma diagnostis. In ITER, the inner wall

will be tungsten and beryllium, whih have higher optial reetane than arbon based

materials. There is a onern that reetion of the EM waves from the wall perturbs

the diagnostis that use emissions from plasmas inluding passive spetrosopy [1℄, ative

spetrosopy [2℄, laser aided spetrosopy, and infrared (IR) thermography [3℄.

For example, misinterpretation of the IR measurement ould strongly hamper the

ITER operations and the senario development by exessive interruptions of the plasma

shots or, on the ontrary, by endangering the mahine safety in the ase of underestimation

of the surfae temperature. Bakground light reetion on the �rst wall would degrade

signal to noise ratio of laser aided spetrosopy and ative spetrosopy. It is of importane

to investigate the inuene of the reetion for all the diagnostis using light emissions

and deal with them properly before starting the ITER operation.
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FIG. 1: Simulated illuminane pro�les of H

�

using LightTools (a) without and (b) with

wall reetion.

In this study, we disuss the inuene based on the ray traing simulations. For

visible spetrosopy, simulations are onduted using LightTools and Zemax, and pratial

mitigation methods of stray light are disussed. For IR measurement, a Monte Carlo ray

traing ode (SPEOS

R

 CAA V5 [4℄) was used to assess the impat of hanging radiative

properties of materials (emissivity and reetivity) on surfae temperature measurement.

Moreover, the inuene of emission from divertor in edge Thomson sattering diagnostis

and the inuene of the reetion of signal in harge exhange reombination spetrosopy

(CXRS) are shown.

2 Visible passive spetrosopy

The line emission will be muh stronger from the divertor region than from the srape-o�

layer (SOL) in ITER. Figure 1(a) and (b) present the illuminane pro�les of H

�

without

and with wall reetion, respetively, simulated using the ommerially available ray

traing software LightTools [1℄. The emission from the divertor region is so strong that

the stray light dominates the illuminane pro�le when onsidering the wall reetions. It is

shown that the stray light beomes signi�ant even for visible spetrosopy measurement

in divertor region if there are regions where original illuminane is muh lower than the

other parts.

The veri�ation of results in Fig. 1 was made with benhmarking against simulations

with \Zemax OptiStudio" software pakage. For this benhmarking a slightly simpli�ed

(smoothed) model of ITER �rst wall (FW) was used to ease Zemax ode operation, while

all other parameters were similar to those in [1℄. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The

higher noise in Zemax results seems to ome from the more umbersome aumulation of

ray's statistis (diret ray traing from the soure to detetor in Zemax vs. inverse ray

traing in LightTools).

It is neessary to redue the stray light level by using various methods. It was assessed
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[1℄ that viewing dumps ould redue the stray light level by an order of magnitude. In

addition, it is on�rmed that the ray traing method an mitigate the stray light and

reonstrut the original emission pro�le by onsidering the reetions on walls [5℄. The

speial measurement sheme [6℄ whih uses the optial dump (OD) along with the line of

sight (LoS) targeted at the neighboring area of the FW (so alled bifurated LoS sheme)

an address this issue allowing to \subtrat" the unknown spetral ontribution of the

DSL to the total signal on the LoS in the main hamber. The studies, using Zemax

simulations of the DSL spetral intensity, of reetion properties of the ODs of various

design and loation on the FW and the omparative analysis of OD's eÆieny were

performed in [7℄, using the priniples of the H� syntheti diagnostis (SD) [8℄.

This SD estimates the errors of the solution of the inverse problems aimed at reovering

the neutral hydrogen parameters in the SOL with allowane for (i) strong divertor stray

light (DSL) on the observation hords in the main hamber, (ii) substantial deviation of

the neutral atom veloity distribution funtion from a Maxwellian in the SOL, and (iii)

the data from the diret observation of the divertor. The results of reovering the relative

ontributions of all three soures to the signal along a LoS in the main hamber, namely,

the emissions from the plasma at di�erent magneti �eld strengths (e.g., on the LFS and

HFS setions on the LoS) and the DSL, together with the isotope ratios in the SOL, were

presented for the at-top stage of Q = 10 indutive operation of ITER.

An appliation of this approah to the high-resolution spetrosopy data, without

using ODs, of reent JET-ILW experiments enabled [9℄ to evaluate the spetrum of the

DSL and the signal-to-bakground ratio for Balmer-alpha light emitted from the far SOL

and divertor in JET-ILW. The results support the expetation of a strong impat of the

DSL upon the ITER main hamber H� (and Visible Light) spetrosopy diagnostis and

the neessity of using the ODs in ITER.

The measurement sheme [6℄ is e�etive only if the OD, whih suppresses the DSL,

does not distort its normalized spetral intensity (the line shape). The auray of the

separation of the spetral ontribution of the SOL plasma emission near the high-�eld

side of the FW to the total measured signal was estimated in [7℄ as a funtion of the

fration of the DSL in the total signal for various types of OD in the BM#4.

3 Infrared thermography

Infrared thermography is a key diagnostis for the mahine protetion, in partiular for

monitoring of the surfae temperature of the Plasma Faing Components (PFCs). Nev-

ertheless, wall light reetions and low and variable emissivity are very damaging for

infrared measurement interpretation. This an hamper the experimental programs by

triggering a fast termination of plasma, whilst the real hot spots might not be deteted.

In order to antiipate the IR measurements in suh a metalli environment, a photoni

simulation was performed using a Monte Carlo ray traing based on SPEOS

R

 CAA V5

able to propagate the light in a 3-D omplex environment and integrating the photon-

material interation. Suh a simulation must provide \realisti" syntheti data suh as

that obtained with the real instrument. The aurate predition of the measurements will
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FIG. 2: Comparison of simulations of the H-alpha signal in ITER with the Zemax and

LightTools for the onditions of Fig. 1 for a smoothed �rst wall model. The radiane at a

vertial line on the detetor in the EPP11 is shown. The ases of no reetion from the

wall and 50% reetivity (49% di�usive and 1% speular) are onsidered.

depend on the apability of modelling aurately all physial proesses involved in the

measurements, i.e.: (1) the plasma heat loads deposit and the resulting surfae tempera-

ture of in-vessel omponents for di�erent plasma senario (2) the radiative properties of

materials (reetane and emission models) (3) the infrared wide-angle imaging system.

Figure 3 shows syntheti infrared images of ITERWide Angle Viewing System (WAVS)

of equatorial port plug and for the left tangential view. For the �rst simulations, a base-

line burning plasma equilibrium has been onsidered. The surfae heat loads have been

omputed with the plasma urrent I

p

= 15 MA, edge safety fator q

95

= 3 and the dis-

tane between the primary and the seondary separatrix �

sep

= 9 m at the outboard

midplane [10℄. The surfae emission is modelled using the n-osines power model as a

funtion of viewing angle with n = 0:6 and by onsidering uniform emissivity indepen-

dent of the wavelength, of 0.2 and 0.15 respetively for W and Be materials. The reeted

light behavior inident on metalli surfae is modelled as a ombination of Lambertian

and speular omponent. The study aimed to evaluate the impat of reetions by on-

sidering extreme values of surfae roughness: a di�use model (100% Lambertian) and a

highly speular model (2% Lambertian) following a Gaussian shape with a full-width half

maximum of 12

Æ

[11℄. Last, the optial model aimed to reprodue the amera view taking

into aount the amera geometrial parameters (�eld-of-view, image size in the foal

plane and wavelength range) without inluding the possible optial e�ets on resolution

(di�ration, pixel ross-talk).

Suh a simulation allows evaluating the part of reeted ux (\parasiti light") within

the total ux olleted by amera and identifying the main ontributor ausing reetion

features. The results of this study have shown that the ontribution of reetions within

IR image is larger than 75%. The ontribution of reeted ux is slightly higher in a ase

of di�use surfae (>85%). But materials with speular surfaes ause remarkable light

patterns in infrared images whih may be onfused with enhaned loalized heat ux,

potentially dangerous. Conerning the surfae temperature measurements from infrared

images, the measurement error due to reetions depends also on the preise knowledge of
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FIG. 3: Infrared images as seen from the left

tangential of WAVS in equatorial port #17, sim-

ulated for baseline burning plasma equilibrium:

(A) True surfae temperature map used a sinput

of photoni simulation (B) Equivalent gray body

temperature maps (� known and orreted) in a

ase of speular materials.

FIG. 4: Predited Gray Body (GB)

Temperature pro�les on inner vertial

targets and their �ts (solid and dashed

lines) in the ase of di�use and speular

materials. The exponential deay length

is �tted from temperature pro�le.

emissivity value �. Without knowing the emissivity value, blakbody is assumed with � =

1, whih leads to underestimate the temperature of the hottest region, higher than 275

Æ

C.

For intermediate temperatures between 175-200

Æ

C, emissivity and reetion ompensate

eah other and T

surf

is estimated within 20% of auray. By orreting only emissivity,

the surfae temperature of older target is always overestimated between 50-100% due to

the reetions. This impats espeially the deay length measurement from peak target

pro�le in di�use ase as shown in Fig. 4. The di�use ase is more unfavorable with

an error of 40% on deay length but the �t in speular ase is more diÆult due to the

non-uniformity of reetions ontribution along the peak pro�le.

Suh syntheti diagnosti provides an indispensable tool for helping the infrared image

interpretation and getting more on�dent the surfae temperature measurement. Now the

next hallenge is to strengthen the on�dene in the method by onsolidating the di�er-

ent physial models involved this end-to-end simulation, from the model of the thermal

environment to the radiative properties of in-vessel omponents and instrumental model.

To do that, WEST [12℄ upgrade and ASDEX-Upgrade will be used as the benhmark

to ompare and adjust simulated infrared images with experimental data. In parallel,

laboratory experiments will be performed to haraterize the materials features (emissiv-

ity and reetivity) and this as a funtion of surfae roughness to take into aount the

possible hange during the mahine life.
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4 Laser Thomson sattering

Ray-traing simulations on the level of bakground light were arried out to improve both

performane and availability of diagnostis at the same time. Beause of low eletron

density, e�et of bakground light may be relatively signi�ant for lines of sight for edge

region. In edge Thomson sattering system (ETS) of ITER, there is the intermediate

image of the laser beam between fourth and �fth mirrors (M4 and M5) [13℄. As shown

in Fig. 5(a), the olletion optis of ETS was modelled preisely up to M4 and intensity

of the bakground light was evaluated along the intermediate image. There is one-to-one

relationship between the positions on the laser beam and the intermediate image. The

aperture of the �rst wall was also modelled preisely to restrit diretion of lights oming

from plasma side.

Pro�les of emissivity were referred from simulations on the arbon-free ITER diver-

tor with Ne seeding evaluated from SOLPS4.3 modeling. Figure 5(b-d) shows expeted

intensity of bakground light on eah line of sight within the wavelength of (b) 450-600

nm, () 700-800 nm and (d) 900-1000 nm, respetively. It was assumed that the peak

thermal ux on the divertor target was 10 MW/m

2

and total radiated power was 43 MW.

The solid lines and the dotted lines orrespond that the �rst wall is assumed to be re-

etive and absorptive, respetively. Sine the bremsstrahlung from ore plasma diretly

omes to the detetor along the lines of sight, total amount of bremsstrahlung from ore

plasma inreases slightly, i.e. by fator of �50%. On the other hand, line emission om-

ing from divertor plasma inrease drastially due to multiple reetions on the �rst wall.

The auray of measurement was evaluated in the same manner as Referene [13℄. It

was on�rmed that the laser pulse energy injeted into plasma of approximately 4 J and

the laser pulse duration as short as 4 ns would be needed to satisfy the requirements on

eletron temperature and density measurements of edge plasma in ITER.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 5: (a) Model for evaluating intensity of bakground light on ETS, and expeted

intensity of bakground light on eah line of sight within the wavelength of (a) 450-600

nm, (b) 700-800 nm and () 900-1000 nm
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5 Charge exhange reombination spetrosopy

There are various error soures originated from the reetion in ative spetrosopy. Con-

erning CXRS, there are three issues taken are of: (i) inuene of the reeted ative

CXRS that ould overlap with the ative CXRS, (ii) disturbane of the CXRS spetrum

by the emission from the divertor region (old omponent), and (iii) inrease in the noise

by the reeted ontinuum radiation. The above three e�ets were investigated using

a ray traing simulation in ITER ase [2℄. It was found that the old omponent an

be signi�antly, say more than �ve orders of magnitude, greater than the real signal in

the worst ase for the He II line at 468 nm, leading to saturation of the detetor. The

results indiated that speial are will be neessary when designing the spetrometer and

hoosing the detetor. Also, it was also found that the bakground bremsstrahlung noise

level would be double by the reetion. Conerning the above item (i), it was found that

the stray light level is sensitive to the reetion property. Here, detail investigation is

provided.

Figure 6(a) and (b) shows the ratio of the stray light to the signal in low density and

high density senarios, respetively, as a funtion of the ratio of the di�usive reetane,

R

d

, to the speular reetane, R

s

. It is seen that the stray light signi�antly inreased

in the range 0< R

d

=R

s

< 20 %. When R

d

=R

s

� 20%, the stray light an be �20% in the

ore. The result suggested that the bidiretional reetane distribution funtion (BRDF)

is important to know to assess the inuene of the ative signal.
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FIG. 6: The ratio of the stray light to the signal in (a) low density and (a) high density

senarios as a funtion of R

d

=R

s

.

6 Conlusions

The reetion of visible and infrared radiation was investigated using ray traing simula-

tion and the e�ets on H� spetrosopy, infrared thermometer, edge laser Thomson sat-

tering, and CXRS were disussed based on the simulation results. On H� spetrosopy,

it was shown that the stray light ould be up to three orders of magnitude greater than

the atual signal level, and the mitigation methods were disussed. In addition to ar-

range viewing dumps, whih an redue the stray light by an order of magnitude, ray
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traing and spetral shape analysis will be inevitable. In the edge Thomson sattering

diagnostis, reeted line emission from the divertor may inrease the noise level. The

infrared thermography and CXRS simulation results suggested that the haraterization

of optial property suh as optial emissivity and ratio of speular to di�usive reetion

is important to determine the inuene of stray light.

The views and opinions expressed herein do not neessarily reet those of the ITER

Organization.
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